ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING IN AN ONLINE ENVIRONMENT

What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission

- OPEN BOOK EXAMS
- PAPERS PROJECTS CASE STUDIES MULTIMEDIA PROJECTS
- ORAL EXAMS
- PERFORMANCE BASED and CREATIVE WORK

Run an exam online

- MULTIPLE CHOICE/SHORT ANSWER
- TYPED WRITTEN EXAMS
- HAND WRITTEN EXAMS

* Click on the hand icon to view examples of the tools useful for each type
What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

- OPEN BOOK EXAMS
- BLACKBOARD ASSIGNMENT TOOL
- TURNITIN PLATFORM

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission.
ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING IN AN ONLINE ENVIRONMENT

What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

- PAPERS
- PROJECTS
- CASE STUDIES
- MULTIMEDIA
- PROJECTS

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission

BB ASSIGNMENT TOOL
TURNITIN
YOUTUBE
GOOGLE DRIVE
ADOBE PROGRAMS

Back to The Types of Assessments
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What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

- ORAL EXAMS
- ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCE
- GOOGLE MEET VIDEO CONFERENCE

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission

Back to The Types of Assessments
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What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission

PERFORMANCE BASED and CREATIVE WORK

ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCING

GOOGLE MEET VIDEO CONFERENCING

YOUTUBE

VIDEO PRODUCTION TOOLS
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What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

- Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission
- MULTIPLE CHOICE/SHORT ANSWER
- BLACKBOARD QUIZ TOOL
- RESPONDUS LOCKDOWN BROWSER AND MONITOR

Back to The Types of Assessments
What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission

TYPED WRITTEN EXAMS

BLACKBOARD QUIZ TOOL, ASSIGNMENT TOOL

RESPONDUS LOCKDOWN BROWSER AND MONITOR
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What Are The Types of Assessments that I Can Provide Online?

- Replace OR redesign a traditional assessment for online delivery and submission
- HAND WRITTEN EXAMS
- BLACKBOARD QUIZ TOOL, ASSIGNMENT TOOL
- SCAN AND SEND VIA BLACKBOARD ASSIGNMENT OR EMAIL

Back to The Types of Assessments